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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time.  

 
 

[Posted: February 7, 2023—9:30 AM EST] Global equity markets are higher this morning. In 

Europe, the Euro Stoxx 50 is currently up 0.1% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI Asia 

Apex 50 Index closed up 0.3%. Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai Composite 

closing up 0.3% from its prior close and the Shenzhen Composite closing up 0.4%. U.S. equity 

index futures are signaling a higher open. 

 

With 273 companies having reported so far, S&P 500 earnings for Q4 are running at $54.00 per 

share, compared to estimates of $52.85. Of the companies that have reported thus far, 69.6% 

have exceeded expectations while 25.6% have fallen short of expectations.  

 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold:  
 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (2/6/2023) (with associated podcast) “Is Japan’s Sun 

Rising Again?” 

• Weekly Energy Update (2/2/2023): In addition to our usual updates of the weekly storage 

data, we discuss the recent attacks in Iran and Germany’s plans to build storage for 

natural gas.      

• Asset Allocation Quarterly – Q1 2023 (1/19/2023): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q1 2023 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets. 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (1/30/2023) (with associated podcast): “Secular Trends in 

Bond Yields”   

• Asset Allocation Q1 2023 Rebalance Presentation (2/2/2023): Video presentation 

featuring the Asset Allocation Committee as they review our asset allocation strategies, 

recent portfolio changes, and the current macro environment. 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (2/1/2023): “The 2023 Outlook” 

 

Our Comment today opens with news that yesterday’s earthquakes in Turkey have closed a major 

oil exporting terminal, pushing up global prices.  We next review a wide range of other 

international and U.S. developments with the potential to affect the financial markets today, 

including news that the next head of the Bank of Japan is likely to be just as dovish as the current 

chief and indications that the Republican Party may be moving toward raising taxes on big U.S. 

corporations. 

 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA, 

and Thomas Wash 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_2_6_2023.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/geopolitical-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Feb_02_2023.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Feb_02_2023.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Feb_02_2023.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_Feb_02_2023.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/Asset_Allocation_Quarterly_Q123.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/AAW_Jan_30_2023.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/asset-allocation-weekly-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/quarterly-rebalance-presentation/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/confluence-of-ideas/
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Global Oil Supply:  Yesterday’s big earthquakes in Turkey have closed a major oil terminal on 

Turkey’s southern coast, pushing up global oil prices today.  The Ceyhan terminal is the main 

hub for oil exports from Azerbaijan (620,000 bpd of Azeri oil last month) and Iraqi Kurdistan 

(350,000 bpd last month).  We’ve seen no firm estimates as to when the terminal might begin 

operating again, but the shutdown has contributed to a jump of approximately 1.5% in global oil 

prices so far this morning.  Brent crude oil is currently trading at about $82.50 per barrel. 

 

Japan:  Prime Minister Kishida’s government has reportedly asked the Bank of Japan’s Deputy 

Governor Masayoshi Amamiya to become the central bank’s top leader when Haruhiko Kuroda, 

the current governor, retires in early April.  BOJ observers widely consider Amamiya to be a 

continuity candidate who will maintain Kuroda’s dovish approach to policy.  In response, the 

JPY weakened to its lowest value since early January. 

 

Australia:  The Reserve Bank of Australia hiked its benchmark short-term interest rate today for 

the ninth consecutive time, boosting it by 25 bps to 3.35%.  RBA Governor Philip Lowe said the 

hike was needed to bring down inflation and signaled that further rate hikes were likely.  Along 

with last week’s rate hikes by the U.S. Federal Reserve, the European Central Bank, and the 

Bank of England, the hike in Australia underscores that the major central banks in the developed 

world remain in rate-hiking mode and that investors looking for a quick pivot to rate cuts are 

probably being too optimistic. 

 

France:  Key labor unions are launching a new nationwide strike today to protest President 

Macron’s proposed pension reform, which would raise the standard retirement age to 64 from the 

current 62.  Just as important, opposition parties in parliament have introduced a blizzard of 

some 20,000 proposed amendments to the legislation in order to slow its progress.  The latest 

polling shows that only about 35% of French citizens support the bill, raising serious questions 

as to whether Macron can push it through with his lack of a majority in the legislature. 

 

Russia-Ukraine War:  Reports indicate that Russian forces have now opened new offensives in 

at least five places on the front lines in eastern Ukraine, but Western officials and analysts are 

casting doubts on Kyiv’s assertion that this is the beginning of a major strategic push that could 

put Ukrainian gains at risk.  The Western officials and analysts continue to believe that Russia’s 

depleted troops, equipment losses, and ammunition shortages will limit its ability to launch any 

large, effective combined operations in the near future. 

• The war also continues to pressure the West’s defense industry, as it tries to rapidly ramp 

up the production of weapons and ammunition in support of Ukraine. 

• The pressure on producers is being exacerbated by lingering supply chain bottlenecks 

after the coronavirus pandemic, a lack of production capacity, and a shortage of critical 

raw materials for some explosives, which is holding back efforts to increase output. 

 

United States-China:  Several U.S. Navy warships, with divers and FBI counterintelligence 

officials on board, continue to comb the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of South Carolina for the 

remains of the suspected Chinese spy balloon shot down on Saturday.  If landing in the water 

kept the balloon’s instruments relatively intact, U.S. officials could figure out what the Chinese 

were looking for, better understand Chinese surveillance technology, and determine whether 

https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/stock-market-news-today-02-07-2023/card/oil-prices-jump-after-turkey-syria-quakes-disrupt-oil-exports-wkOqviAlpNXXHJmSm2eh
https://www.wsj.com/livecoverage/stock-market-news-today-02-07-2023/card/oil-prices-jump-after-turkey-syria-quakes-disrupt-oil-exports-wkOqviAlpNXXHJmSm2eh
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2023/02/06/business/masayoshi-amamiya-boj-governor-report/?utm_source=pianoDNU&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=72&pnespid=9_eIgo4E_a3C.LLsvBOrp.JL.RxJpzd4gxUyElIrtEiVkl65FcysCFQQgf.Zxf3lnsOu
https://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2023/02/06/business/masayoshi-amamiya-boj-governor-report/?utm_source=pianoDNU&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=72&pnespid=9_eIgo4E_a3C.LLsvBOrp.JL.RxJpzd4gxUyElIrtEiVkl65FcysCFQQgf.Zxf3lnsOu
https://www.wsj.com/articles/reserve-bank-of-australia-raises-rates-signals-more-to-come-11675744092
https://www.wsj.com/articles/reserve-bank-of-australia-raises-rates-signals-more-to-come-11675744092
https://www.ft.com/content/93ab1203-88ef-4ffe-9cc3-1107e3ce4982
https://www.ft.com/content/93ab1203-88ef-4ffe-9cc3-1107e3ce4982
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-pushes-on-several-fronts-in-ukraine-11675770451?mod=hp_lead_pos11
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-pushes-on-several-fronts-in-ukraine-11675770451?mod=hp_lead_pos11
https://www.ft.com/content/ea5b48b1-61e6-4c91-8778-4cc2edaff0ca
https://news.usni.org/2023/02/04/3-navy-warships-fbi-now-hunting-for-wreckage-of-chinese-spy-balloon-off-south-carolina?utm_campaign=dfn-ebb&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sailthru&SToverlay=2002c2d9-c344-4bbb-8610-e5794efcfa7d
https://news.usni.org/2023/02/04/3-navy-warships-fbi-now-hunting-for-wreckage-of-chinese-spy-balloon-off-south-carolina?utm_campaign=dfn-ebb&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sailthru&SToverlay=2002c2d9-c344-4bbb-8610-e5794efcfa7d
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/united-states-canada/article/3209298/us-navy-divers-search-chinese-spy-balloon-debris-biden-faces-pressure-retaliate?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_hk&utm_content=20230207&tpcc=enlz-today_hk&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3209286&article_id_list=3209300,3209209,3209305,3209292,3209271,3209303,3209294,3209293&tc=24&CMCampaignID=bbd36998074bf32367c3b5095e3339b9
https://www.scmp.com/news/world/united-states-canada/article/3209298/us-navy-divers-search-chinese-spy-balloon-debris-biden-faces-pressure-retaliate?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_hk&utm_content=20230207&tpcc=enlz-today_hk&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3209286&article_id_list=3209300,3209209,3209305,3209292,3209271,3209303,3209294,3209293&tc=24&CMCampaignID=bbd36998074bf32367c3b5095e3339b9
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their sensors use any computer chips or other high-technology components from the U.S. or its 

allies.  Those findings could worsen the spiral of tensions between the two countries and create 

further risks for investors. 

 

U.S. Tax Policy:  In an interview with the Wall Street Journal, the new Republican chairman of 

the House Ways and Means Committee, Jason Smith of Missouri, vowed to champion tax 

policies that prioritize the interests of farmers, small businesses, and working-class voters, rather 

than the big corporations his party has often favored in the past.  He also warned that he may 

launch investigations into the economic ties between big corporations and China. 

• Smith’s shift in priorities is consistent with our view that the Republican Party, under the 

increasing influence of populists on the right wing of the party, is becoming less friendly 

toward big, international businesses.  If the Republicans continue to strengthen, that 

could eventually translate into big tax increases and other populist attacks on 

multinational corporations. 

• In contrast, the Democratic Party is becoming increasingly identified with big business, 

especially in sectors such as information technology, financial services, communications 

services, and media. 

 

U.S. Politics:  President Biden will deliver his State of the Union address tonight at 9:00 pm ET.  

In the speech, he is expected to tout his legislative wins last year and lay out policy priorities for 

the coming year.  Biden’s new policy priorities are expected to include a quadrupling of the 1% 

tax on stock buybacks that took effect in January and expanding a recent $35-a-month cap on 

insulin for Medicare recipients.  He is also expected to call for a  reduction in the federal budget 

deficit  “through additional reforms to ensure that the wealthy and the largest corporations pay 

their fair share.” Finally, Biden may lay out some tough new measures against China, given that 

he is facing political pressure to retaliate against the country for sending a spy balloon over the 

U.S. last week. 

 

U.S. Power Grid:  Two Neo-Nazi activists have been arrested on charges that they conspired to 

damage electrical substations in the Baltimore area to cause mass energy outages.  Recent attacks 

on substations elsewhere have raised concerns about sabotage from Russia, China, or other state 

actors, but the arrests are a reminder that the electrical grid may be more vulnerable to 

homegrown terrorists. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

The U.S. trade deficit grew less than expected due to a sharp drop in imports. According to the 

U.S. Census Bureau, the trade shortfall increased from the previous month’s revised figure of 

$61.0 billion to $67.4 billion in December. The reading was well below the anticipated deficit of 

$68.5 billion. The miss was related to weak growth in goods imports and a decline in the demand 

for overseas services. Last month, foreign purchases of industrial supplies and materials declined 

by $2.7 billion, while travel services declined by $0.5 billion.  

 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/top-gop-tax-legislator-says-hell-boost-workers-probe-companies-11675695374?mod=economy_lead_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/top-gop-tax-legislator-says-hell-boost-workers-probe-companies-11675695374?mod=economy_lead_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/when-state-of-the-union-2023-president-joe-biden-11675718935?mod=hp_lead_pos13
https://www.ft.com/content/2d36d134-e5da-4236-b34d-5c708a110e6c
https://www.ft.com/content/2d36d134-e5da-4236-b34d-5c708a110e6c
https://www.ft.com/content/2d36d134-e5da-4236-b34d-5c708a110e6c
https://www.wsj.com/articles/neo-nazi-leader-woman-charged-in-plot-to-attack-maryland-power-grid-11675715698?mod=us_more_pos6
https://www.wsj.com/articles/neo-nazi-leader-woman-charged-in-plot-to-attack-maryland-power-grid-11675715698?mod=us_more_pos6
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The chart above shows the level of the U.S. trade balance. Although a softening in foreign 

purchases should help support the GDP growth by boosting net exports, it is also a sign of 

waning demand. December trade figures support data found in consumer confidence and retail 

sales reports suggesting that households are pulling back.  

 

The table below lists the economic releases and/or Federal Reserve events scheduled for the rest 

of the day. 

 

 
 

Foreign Economic News 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis. The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below. Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators. The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important. We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change. Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market. Red 

indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are following 

closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions. We will add a 

paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
 

EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

15:00 Consumer Credit m/m Dec $25.000b $27.962b *

EST Speaker or Event

12:00 Jerome Powell Speaks in Washington Chairman of the Board of Governors

14:00 Michael Barr Discusses Financial Inclusion Federal Reserve Board Vice Chair for Supervision

Federal Reserve

District or Position

Economic Releases
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Financial Markets 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis. Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above. We will add a paragraph below if a 

certain move merits further explanation. 

 

    
 

Commodity Markets 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Leading Economic Index m/m Dec P 97.2 97.4 97.7 ** Equity and bond neutral

Household Spending m/m Dec -1.3% -1.2% -0.4% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

Australia Trade Balance m/m Mar A$12.237b A$13.201b A$13.475b *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

New Zealand ANZ Commodity Price m/m Dec -1.0% -0.1% -0.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

China Foreign Reserves m/m Jan $3.184t $3.128t $3.155t ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Germany Industrial Production WDA y/y Dec -3.9% -0.4% -0.5% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

France Trade Balance m/m Dec -£14.934b -£13.766b -£13.566b ** Equity and bond neutral

Current Account Balance m/m Dec -$8.5b -$6.8b ** Equity and bond neutral

Switzerland Unemployment Rate m/m Jan 2.2% 2.1% 2.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

Foreign Currency Reserves m/m Jan 784.4b% 784.0b 783.8b *** Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Mexico Gross Fixed Investment y/y Nov 6.6% 6.2% 5.5% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Brazil FGV Inflation IGP-DI y/y Jan 3.01% 5.03% 3.24% ** Equity and bond neutral

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 483 481 2 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 451 453 -2 Up

TED spread (bps) 32 28 4 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 473 472 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 476 475 1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 3.63 3.64 -0.01 Down

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) 257 255 2 Up

Currencies Direction

Dollar Flat Down

Euro Down Up

Yen Up Up

Pound Down Up

Franc Up Up

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

RBA Cash Rate Target 3.350% 3.100% 3.350% On Forecast
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Weather 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show warmer-than-normal temperatures throughout the entire 

country from the Great Plains eastward, with cooler-than-normal temperatures in the Pacific 

region. The forecasts show wetter-than-normal conditions in the Midwest and Southeast, with 

dry conditions expected on the West Coast.  

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $82.06 $80.99 1.32%

WTI $75.33 $74.11 1.65%

Natural Gas $2.45 $2.46 -0.49%

Crack Spread $32.25 $31.02 3.99%

12-mo strip crack $28.75 $28.08 2.39%

Ethanol rack $2.34 $2.34 0.00%

Metals

Gold $1,870.55 $1,867.48 0.16%

Silver $22.28 $22.27 0.03%

Copper contract $403.15 $403.50 -0.09%

Grains

Corn contract $677.75 $679.00 -0.18%

Wheat contract $748.50 $750.25 -0.23%

Soybeans contract $1,529.50 $1,521.25 0.54%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 608                621               -13

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 2.0

Gasoline (mb) 1.5

Distillates (mb) 1.0

Refinery run rates (%) 0.5%

Natural gas (bcf) -143

Energy Markets

DOE Inventory Report
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 2/6/2023 close) 

 

-10% 0% 10% 20% 30%

Healthcare

Utilities

Energy

Consumer Staples

Industrials

Materials

Financials

S&P 500

Real Estate

Technology

Consumer Discretionary

Communication Services

YTD Total Return

-1.5% -1.0% -0.5% 0.0% 0.5% 1.0%

Technology

Communication Services

Materials

Real Estate

S&P 500

Healthcare

Energy

Industrials

Consumer Discretionary

Financials

Consumer Staples

Utilities

Prior Trading Day Total Return

(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return. Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 2/6/2023 close) 

 

-10% -5% 0% 5% 10% 15%

Commodities

Cash

US Government Bond

US High Yield

US Corporate Bond

Emerging Markets (local currency)

Emerging Markets ($)

Growth

Large Cap

Foreign Developed ($)

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Value

Real Estate

Mid Cap

Small Cap

YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily. The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

February 2, 2023 
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P/E as of 2/1/2023 = 19.4x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 19.4x, which is up 0.2x from last week.  Falling 

earnings estimates and rising index values led to the rise. 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes two actual quarters (Q2 and Q3) and two estimates (Q4 and Q1). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process? 
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


